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rganizations today are tasked with doing more with less
while maintaining accurate employee information that is
accessible to executives and department managers. ADP and
Cornerstone OnDemand have jointly developed a productized
integration between Workforce Now and the Cornerstone Clouds.
Information about employees, organizational structures and
manager status are sent from ADP to Cornerstone on a nightly
basis to ensure employees are accessing the right information
within Cornerstone.
Not only does the integration between ADP and Cornerstone
help maintain data accuracy for managers and administrators, it
also creates a seamless end user experience. Through Single Sign
On (SSO), employees can quickly and easily access their records
from Cornerstone and complete assigned tasks and training. The
SSO link can be placed within any of the Home or Resources tabs
making the end user experience as seamless as possible.

Reduce Duplicate
Entries
Integrate training and
development initiatives
with the core human capital
management system of record
without the inconvenience of
disjointed systems.

Ease of Use
Access relevant and
organized data between
the applications, such as
transcripts and certifications,
and, in turn, more effectively
develop workforces.

Realize the Benefits
of the Cloud
Integrating both applications
is simple and can
significantly reduce the cost,
complexity and rigidity of
connecting with traditional
enterprise systems.

adp.cornerstoneondemand.com

Applications can’t survive in a silo–
the cloud makes it happen.

Employee Information
Job Profiles
Org Structures

Time to Benefit
The most common
integration points are
already mapped out,
allowing for rapid ROI and
helping to ensure data
accuracy and integrity.

Learning Transcript
Competed Training

Support
Backed by strong support teams,
the solution is jointly maintained
and supported by both vendors to
aid clients with both applications
receive the maximum return on
their investment.

Security
Both ADP and Cornerstone
solutions are designed to
support the security and
integrity of customer data, and
help protect against security
threats and data breaches.

Cornerstone OnDemand is a leader in cloud-based applications for talent management. Our solutions
help organizations recruit, train, manage and connect their employees, empowering their people and
increasing workforce productivity. To learn more, visit csod.com.
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